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REQUIRED READING

Make room on the bookshelf and clear off the coffee table for
the season’s most stylish, must-have design tomes.
1. Nina Campbell showcases her modern, cozy take on English tradition
alism in Interior Decoration (Rizzoli, $60). 2. Perspective (Rizzoli, $65)
explores the compelling mix of historicity and authenticity in Steven
Gambrel’s vivid, vital oeuvre. 3. The Gardens of Bunny Mellon (Vendome,
$60) takes an insider’s tour through the legendary tastemaker’s influential
green spaces. 4. In A Point of View (Rizzoli, $65), Veere Grenney
articulates the seductive and sophisticated brand of worldly decorating
that is his calling card. 5. Jeffrey Dungan shows how embracing the great
outdoors can conjure an inimitable sense of place in The Nature of Home
(Rizzoli, $55). 6. Palm Beach (Rizzoli, $65) offers a beguiling peek into the
grand houses and gardens of the gilded seaside enclave. 7. Thomas
O’Brien brings his expert eye to vintage elegance and modernism in
Library House (Abrams, $60). 8. Inspired Design (Vendome, $75) is
Veranda contributor Jennifer Boles’s essential primer on the most
important interior decorators from the last 100 years. 9. Suzanne Kasler’s
incomparable color sense and eclectic blend of high and low come to
bright life in Sophisticated Simplicity (Rizzoli, $55). 10. In American
Originals (Vendome, $65), William Abranowicz photographs extraordinary
individuals and the unique, personal expressions of style they call home.
11. Nurture (Penguin Random House UK, $60) is Carole Bamford’s
chronicle of how a commitment to an ecoconscious lifestyle led her to
found the influential Daylesford Organic chain of farm shops. 12. Veranda
Escapes (Hearst, $60) is a compendium of the exquisite gardens,
courtyards, porches, and pools that are our signature trademarks.
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